ACTG: novel peptide mapping onto gene models.
In many proteogenomic applications, mapping peptide sequences onto genome sequences can be very useful, because it allows us to understand origins of the gene products. Existing software tools either take the genomic position of a peptide start site as an input or assume that the peptide sequence exactly matches the coding sequence of a given gene model. In case of novel peptides resulting from genomic variations, especially structural variations such as alternative splicing, these existing tools cannot be directly applied unless users supply information about the variant, either its genomic position or its transcription model. Mapping potentially novel peptides to genome sequences, while allowing certain genomic variations, requires introducing novel gene models when aligning peptide sequences to gene structures. We have developed a new tool called ACTG (Amino aCids To Genome), which maps peptides to genome, assuming all possible single exon skipping, junction variation allowing three edit distances from the original splice sites, exon extension and frame shift. In addition, it can also consider SNVs (single nucleotide variations) during mapping phase if a user provides the VCF (variant call format) file as an input. Available at http://prix.hanyang.ac.kr/ACTG/search.jsp . eunokpaek@hanyang.ac.kr. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.